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A BETTER 
WORLD FOR 
PEOPLE LIVING 
IN POVERTY

In November 2016, I travelled to Ethiopia for the first time with my 
friend Salomen. We wanted to do something useful as our work 
in the hotel industry was no longer as satisfying as we wanted.
I knew Marciano and Christina from the city in Switzerland where 
I grew up, almost everybody there knew the Teixeiras. I simply 
asked Marciano whether I could visit an ORE project for a month. 

Since that first journey, ORE has been close to my heart. The peo-
ple I got to know in Mekelle, in Ethiopia’s Tigray region, became 
very dear to me. Close friendships were formed. We spent four 
amazingly informative, inspiring, and also moving weeks in Ethio-
pia. Life there seemed to me so basic but also very fulfilling. I had 
the feeling that I learned more from these people than I was able 
to be of use for. I could discuss all these doubts, uncertainties, 
and feelings with my new friend Mamie, a long standing employee 
who manages the catering and cleaning, and my brothers. It was 
an unbelievably beautiful and instructive time.

In 2020, we travelled to Mekelle again. Everything had changed. 
The town had many more inhabitants, prices had risen and it was 
no longer possible to leave the ORE compound at night because 
of safety issues.
Time passes and I would give anything to have direct contact with 
my dear friends again. However, this is not possible because of 
the war. The Internet and telephone communication has been 
blocked by the government.

Dear Friends

We are still living in a world of physical and economical borders. 
I wonder if someday it will be possible to live in a world free 
from poverty, where resources and opportunities are shared more 
equally among a great global community. 
The kingdom of God is such a place. One day, the King will in 
fact reign over all. Imagine our economy, our families, business, 
and societies caring for the poor, sharing resources, and politics 
all done under the kingship of Jesus Christ. I know this would be 
a very different world.
Our Lord Jesus Christ came with the message of the good news 
that the Kingdom of God is arriving among us. He fed the hungry, 
healed the sick, gave hope to the hopeless, and said that the se-
cond biggest commandment would be to love our neighbour as 
we love ourselves. He then gives the example of someone helping 
a person who is almost dead beside the road.

This has been our mandate for 22 years at Operation Rescue; to 
make the kingdom of God visible in the countries where we serve. I 
was recently in Mozambique, and I came back with a broken heart 

A young man who was like a brother to me has joined the war. 
Not a day goes by when I don’t think of him and hope he comes 
home safely.
The work which Marciano and Christina and everyone on the 
ground in Ethiopia are doing is incredible. I’m very grateful that I 
can be part of this amazing organisation.
.

Lea Gyger
Treasurer Operation Rescue - Switzerland

seeing so much poverty and misery. I don’t know why we waited 
so long to start something there. It is easy to ask others why they 
aren’t doing something. But if we are honest with ourselves, we 
should look inward and ask: what can I do? Our project in Moz-
ambique is getting started by serving 400 children and there are 
many more that we hope to help in the near future too.

Among the poor, the good news of the gospel can’t be shared 
only with words, it must involve acts of service. Francis of Arsis 
said: preach the gospel all the time, and if necessary, use words. 
Rene Padilla in Peru said: the Gospel must be action, and then, 
explanations, if necessary. 
Our Lord Jesus taught us to pray “may your kingdom come”. 
There are many people far away from us making that prayer and 
waiting for the signals of the kingdom. As the world now goes 
through the pain of the war in Ukraine, how many families are 
wishing for peace, how many families are coming as refugees to 
other lands, how many have lost everything? Operation Rescue 
was in Romania, in the Ukrainian border, receiving people fleeing 
the horror of war. They were received with warmth, hope, and with 
the possibility of having food and a warm place to stay, until they 
decided what to do next. 
Bringing the good news of the Kingdom is natural for the citizens 
of the kingdom. It is a great joy seeing people mobilized to wel-
come and to help strangers. 

I want to say thank you to all of you who 
are together with us, bringing the pre-
sence of the kingdom of God to those 
places and people.
God bless you.

Marciano Teixeira
Founder and CEO of Operation Rescue

Lea, Hiwot and Salomen 

BEING A BOARD MEMBER –          
AN AFFAIR OF THE HEART



Mozambique: one more country for projects

As we reported in the December newsletter, Operation Re-
scue is taking on an already existing programme in Mozam-
bique. Operation Rescue will build a day centre for the 300 
children who have so far been crammed together in a small 
child programme. They will run it on the usual principles 
of educational support, child-friendly activities and healthy 
food. The local council is registering Operation Rescue as 
an official organisation and school materials for the new 
school year have been distributed to each child. 

Our community in Americana

Marciano in Mozambique

Fire brigade training

Children in Nagaland Project

Americana, Brazil: new day centre
In the medium sized town of Americana, in the Sao Paulo 
state, there is a poor district in which approximately 700 
children live. Very many of them are illiterate. For this rea-
son, Operation Rescue is preparing to provide literacy sup-
port as well as our standard educational activities to the 
approximately 50 children who will be attending the centre 
on a daily basis starting this Spring (2022).The children are 
already registered and some of the staff, employed. It will be 
particularly enriching for the children that we are going to 
have students who are doing the practical part of their cour-
ses with us through a partnership with the local university.
.

Nagaland, India: new project centre

The former leader of Operation Rescue in Kolkata has mo-
ved to the eastern part of India and is now setting up a new 
project in the state of Nagaland.  Around 300 families live 
in the designated area, most of whom are day labourers. 
There are many single mothers too. We support the families 
to send their children to school, and to keep them away from 
child labour. We are putting a great emphasis on coaching 
sessions because many of the older children are illiterate.
The four rented rooms are now being cleaned and set up 
by the leader and some volunteers. The next step involve 
to hire staff in order to complete the set up so we can re-
gister 130 children who will be coming to the centre on a 
daily basis.

Patos, Brazil: traineeships made possible
Thanks to partnerships with educational institutions and the 
various efforts that we have made on our own within Opera-
tion Rescue, young people in the new project called ‘Jovem 
Pro’ are being trained in various areas. Since the last report 
in the December newsletter, six young people have begun 
their professional training in the fire service, pharmacy and 
care work.

Patos, Brazil: new kitchen and new rooms for the sew-
ing project

Thanks to an extension of our centre, a new kitchen was 
built! It is now bigger and is being equipped with necessary 
supplies which will help with the preparation of over 200 
meals per day.
In addition, the Project ‘Sewing for a better future’ which has 
been running for about 5 years, is being incorporated into 
the new Project ‘Jovem Pro’. Operation Rescue was able 
to obtain a house in the same area as the day centre and 
was able to set up the sewing studio there for the training 
courses. We are very happy that this extra space and the 
moving of the kitchen which has made more space availa-
ble for the children’s activities.

Kolkata, India: Project ‘Schooling for Pavement Dwel-
lers‘
Normally, the educational work that we do in the centres of 
Operation Rescue enhances and improves the education 
services that are provided by the local government through 
the public schools. However, in Kolkata children’s educa-
tion is often only guaranteed if the parents can afford a spot 
for their children at a paid school. The partnership with the 
Swiss town Rapperswil-Jona and with the local churches 
enables Operation Rescue to offer an educational program 
to 80 children in Kolkata, providing the foundation for a 
future outside of poverty.
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AID ACHIEVED IN 
THE PREVIOUS 
YEAR

Food distribution for displaced people in Tigray

Medical support  for  victms of the flood

Food distribution in Patos

Milk powder distribution in Sudanese camp.TIGRAY

Tigray, Ethiopia: Tons of food and trauma counselling 
for refugees in Tigray

With the outbreak of Covid and the war between the Tigray 
region and the Ethiopian government, the children in Tigray 
have missed schooling for almost two years. Different hu-
manitarian organisations have done what they can so that 
among others, the children of internally displaced families 
have some schooling. They are being enabled to catch up 
on the material they have missed during this long crisis. 
This involves not just schooling but enabling the children 
and their families to survive the war.

Thanks to the support of ‘Health Professionals Network for 
Tigray’ (HPN4Tigray), Operation Rescue has guaranteed 
the care of those who are participating in the program. Food 
packages have been prepared for a month in the 9 refugee 
camps in which the project is taking place. Almost 1400 
children were taken care of.

Our professionals, who are also involved with another pro-
ject focused on including disabled people, are currently of-
fering psychological support to people traumatised by war 
who are now in refugee camps, and also training colleagues 
in the camps to help support the refugees with therapy for 
treating trauma.

Colleagues in our centres remain employed despite the cri-
sis, and the families of our almost 700 children were sup-
plied with food, which ensured their survival under these 
circumstances.

Federal State Bahia, Brazil: emergency help for victims 
of the floods
Raquel Nogueira, whom we will share more about in the 
next page, is the leader of Operation Rescue Sao Paulo. 
When, at the end of 2021, the Bahia region suffered an ext-
raordinarily heavy rainfall, the weight of water on Christmas 
day tore down dams and weirs and several villages were 
flooded. Many impoverished inhabitants lost their homes 
and all their possessions and their animals. A few days after 
the floods, Raquel and her cousin travelled to Bahia and 
partnered with GAP, an environmental organisation. Raquel 
is skilled in the care sector and accompanied teams of hel-
pers as there were increasing cases of several diseases in 
the flooded villages. She recognised health problems and 
was able to distribute medicines or alert medical experts 
when necessary.

In that situation, Operation Rescue bought 3,000 items of 
clothing – mainly underwear – and distributed to those who 
had lost everything. Insect repellent was also donated to 
fight the threatening mosquito plague and its associated 

SUDAN BRAZIL

Sudan: Milk powder for refugees from Tigray

Marciano Teixeira travelled personally to Sudan in early 
January 2021 to form a picture of the refugees’ situation in 
the refugee camps. The Sudanese government unfortuna-
tely did not grant him an internal travel permit. However, he 
was able to buy 1,000 kilos of baby milk powder which was 
distributed in a refugee camp with around 60,000 refugees.

Patos, Brazil: Food and meals distributed

The early months of this past year remained difficult eco-
nomically for many families. It was especially pleasing for 
us that local businesses and institutions have, through ge-
nerous donations, made distributions possible in our part of 
town. We were able to use our staff for these distributions 
as they were no longer able to carry out the daily activities 
in the centre. The fact that in Patos we were able to hold on 
to all our staff places meant a lot to us.

Kolkata, India: Food and meals distributed

In Kolkata too, Operation Rescue distributed food five times 
during the second year of the pandemic. Many people in 
the area in which we work received rice, cooking oil, lentils 
and other foodstuffs. We were able to prepare and distri-
bute meals and food which we were able to buy, thanks to 
donations, during the time when we were not allowed to 
carry on with the educational activities at the day centre.

Food distribution in Kolkata

Lebensmittelverteilung in Tigray
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INDIA



Operation Rescue exists thanks Moses and Valquiria

Moses was the pastor of Marciano’s church in Sao Paulo during 
his youth. As a young man, Marciano was inspired to go into the 
Amazon with the ‘Youth with a Mission’ project to help poor people 
in hard-to- reach areas.

After the Operation Rescue founders Marciano and Christina Tei-
xeira married in Switzerland in 1993, they both spent seven months 
in Sao Paulo with the Nogueira family so that Christina could be-
come familiar with the language and culture of Marciano’s home-
land. Moses and Valquiria’s son Leandro, at that time a teenager, 
spent a lot of time practising Portuguese with Christina.

In 1997, the couple moved to Ethiopia and were supported financi-
ally by the Nogueira family. This made it possible to found Opera-
tion Rescue in Ethiopia in 2000 and to open the first children’s day 
centre. Moses was even present at the opening of the first project 
in Brazil 8 years later even though the north eastern area of Brazil 
is far from Sao Paulo. From the very beginning, he was a Board 
member of the local organisation, and he helps out to this very 
day with heartfelt enthusiasm to enable Operation Rescue to exist.

Marciano and Christina count Moses and Valquiria as best friends, 
ersatz parents and mentors because they have not only been 
great supporters of the projects, but have always been ready with 
advice where needed.

The story doesn’t end there – the Nogueira family children have 
Operation Rescue in their DNA. After visiting our projects in Brazil 
and Ethiopia, Leandro wanted to become involved. These days 
he lives in Chicago, leads a church there and in 2019 he founded 

the sponsoring organisation Operation Rescue USA. Raquel has 
acquired experience in the care sector as well as various social 
projects. Last year she was employed by Operation Rescue to 
set up a new project in Americana in the Sao Paulo region. In 
the Spring of 2022, she started our latest and eighth programme. 
‘’After a visit to Patos, I began to see the world from a different 
perspective. I have understood the importance of this project, 
teaching the children what is important in life. If we don’t save 
them and support their lives, they have no future. We’re making a 
difference in their lives and in doing so, making the world better 
for them,’’ she says. And it doesn’t stop there - the third generati-
on is coming up. Raquel’s 19 year-old son, Gustavo, is studying 
psychology to be able to support disadvantaged people. In the 
course of his study, he is the first trainee at Operation Rescue 
Americana. Raquel’s other son Leonardo and her sister Daniela 
are volunteers for the project too.

It gives us, as leaders of Operation Rescue, huge satisfaction that 
the projects are made possible by the goodness and dedication 
of local people. They help in exemplary ways to find the financial 
and material means to help make things happen. That takes some 
of the burdens away from us and it makes the projects more long-
term sustainable, in terms of staff.

The world needs more people like the Nogueira family. Thank 
you so much.

THREE 
GENERATIONS 
FOR 
OPERATION RESCUE

OPERATION     
RESCUE UK & 
IRELAND 2021

2021 has again been an unprecedented year for the project and 
for the Trustees. 
The ongoing civil war which began in November 2020, following 
the onset of the pandemic 
in the spring of 2020, meant 
that the three project cen-
tres in Ethiopia had to stay 
closed. At times, there was 
significant fear for the staff 
and the children. as we re-
ceived news of drone attacks, 
which led to loss of life and 
the destruction of buildings, 
but we give thanks to God for 
His protection and provision. 
Erratic communication with 
ORE during the year however 
enabled us to see the amazing 
work still being done by pro-
ject staff in the most trying of 
circumstances compounded 
by the pressures caused by Covid19 and locust infestations. In 
August 2021, it was incredible to read that ORE had been able to 
distribute 100 tons of food. Here in the UK, we could only marvel 
at what God had enabled them to do and believe that our prayers 
and support were helping to make a difference. 

Communication with Getachew and project staff was difficult at 
times – emails and phone communication were usually closed 
to us.
Audio WhatsApp’s were a wonderful blessing but even they were 
not always available. When possible, it was just wonderful to hear 
the voices of Getachew, Hiwot and other staff. 
ORE supporters here at home have continued to be wonderful in 
their financial and prayer support. During the year, money conti-
nued to flow into our account even though we made no specific 
appeal for funds. Up to June 2021, we were able to send regular 
contributions to ORE via electronic transfer, but this method of 
support ceased in June when the banks closed, and they have re-
mained closed since then. Late in the year, we were able to use an 
alternative route to send funds using a recognised development 
project and we were relieved and deeply thankful that the £5000 
we sent in December 2021 arrived safely with Getachew. Sadly, 
as I write, no other sum of money has managed to reach him and 
ORE cash reserves in Mekelle are becoming severely depleted. 
It has been a source of much frustration that we have money to 
send but no secure route by which to send it. 

As at other times in these last couple of years, we have thrown 
ourselves on God’s mercy, bringing our many requests for peace 
and protection and for necessary aid to God in prayer. Our usual 
Trustees meetings were held using Zoom technology and always 
included times of prayer. Zoom meetings specifically for prayer 
were also called. During the year I sent out regular updates/re-
quests for prayer to our supporters and it has been most gratifying 
to see the response from these. We are fortunate to have several 
churches here in Northern Ireland and in England who retain very 
close links with the project, maintained in most cases through 
links with specific trustees. We register our thankfulness for their 
financial and prayerful support over the years and especially in 

recent times.  
As we reflect on another 
year with no opportunity 
to make our usual visits 
to the project there is still 
such strong evidence of 
the deep bonds of love 
that connect us here at 
home with the staff in 
ORE. 

We continue to entrust all 
at ORE into God’s loving 
care and protection, be-
lieving that one day soon 
we can meet again with 
them to praise and ho-
nour God our Heavenly 

Father, and also see progress resumed on a fourth centre at Mai-
chew, a project close to our hearts. 

Kate Doherty
Chair of Trustees Operation Rescue UK & Ireland. 
 

Hiwot, Kate and Getachew

Moises and Valquiria Nogueira

Raquel NogueiraGustavo, Leonardo and Leandro Nogueira
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